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A saying* of Lai Ded5 who was a veiy holy Hindu
woman.
The Kashmiri Hindu belief is that during1 the sixth
month after death the spirit of the deceased has to cross
the waters of the Vaitaram; "but it is impossible to get
to the other side of the river except by special means, as
the waters are so deep and stormy and the opposing1
powers, preta, yamadut, matey a, and kurma are so strong.
Accordingly about this time the bereaved relations call the
family Brahman, who repeats to them the portions ap-
pointed to be read on. this occasion. Among other things
the departed spirit is represented as standing on the brink
of the river and crying * Where is my father ? Where is
my mother ? Where are my relations and ray friends ?
Is there no one to help me over this river?3 This is
sometimes recited with much feeling, and great are the
lamentations of the bereaved, who now with sobs and
tears present a little boat and paddle, made of gold, or
silver, or copper, according to their position, to the
Brahman; and in the boat they place ghl^ milk, butter,
and rice. The boat is for the conveyance of the spirit
across Yalta-rani, and the provisions are for the appease-
ment of the contrary powers/prSta, matsya> and others,
who will try to turn back the boat, but who on having
these, ghl and rice, &c., thrown to them, will at once
depart their own way.
The -Hindus believe that if this ceremony Is performed
in a right manner, a boat will be at once present upon
the waters, close to that portion of the bank of the river,
where the spirit is waiting and praying for it, and that
the spirit getting into it will be safely conveyed to the
opposite side. The gift-boat, however, is taken home by
the Brahman, and generally turned into money as soon
as possible.
At the moment of death amongst other things a paud
is placed within the mouth of the corpse, wherewith to
pay the ferry.
K. Pr. 20.
Aye wonis <]&y$ Jcaclris.
She came to the baniya's but arrived at the
baker's.

